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Australia's market-leading WealthTech
Raiz at a glance

• Empowering all Australians by providing hands-on financial experience and education

• Raiz allows customers to start investing from as little as $5, into a diversified portfolio of assets for wealth creation including:

• ASX Listed Stocks

• ETFs

• Bitcoin

• Australian Residential Property Fund

• Raiz product offering includes Raiz Invest Super, Raiz Rewards and Raiz Kids
• Provides personal financial management tools such as “My Finance”

• Raiz offers nine portfolios:

• Five risk-based portfolios ranging from Conservative to Aggressive
• Emerald portfolio (socially responsible investment theme)

• Sapphire portfolio (includes an allocation of Bitcoin)

• Property portfolio (includes Australian Residential Property Fund)

• Raiz Plus portfolio (customisable, allowing selected ASX listed stocks)

• As at 30th April 2024 Raiz Invest Australia has over $1.39bn in Funds Under Management and 306,557 Active Monthly Customers
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Our digital investment products unlock financial freedom
The comprehensive investment product suite continues to evolve to meet the needs and expectations of our customers

• Raiz Rewards Raiz Rewards is 
a loyalty program which allows 
customers to accelerate their 
Raiz and Super balances 
through earning cash back from 
purchases made with partner 
brands such as Apple, 
Booking.com, The Iconic, 
Dyson, BWS, Hello Fresh, 
Adairs and Adore Beauty.

Raiz Invest Raiz Rewards Raiz KidsRaiz Invest SuperRaiz Plus

• Raiz Kids is a simple way to 
save and invest regularly for 
children and dependents who 
are under 18.

• Kids can have direct access to 
their own investment portfolio 
with their parent or guardian’s 
permission.

• Raiz Invest enables customers 
to invest in ETFs, ASX-listed 
stocks, Bitcoin and a 
Residential Property Fund via 
eight ready-made investment 
portfolios, or one customisable 
portfolio, with a minimum 
investment of just $5.

• Raiz Invest Super allows 
employer Super guarantee 
contributions and voluntary 
contributions. Raiz is the only 
Super fund to offer exposure to 
an Australian Residential 
Property Fund. SMSF accounts 
can be set up as well. Coming 
soon: Raiz Invest Super Plus 
Portfolio.

• Raiz Plus (launched August 
2023) enables customers with 
the ability to customise their 
portfolios

• Customers have a choice to 
include our standard portfolios 
as a base and then selected 
ASX listed stocks, ETFs, the 
Raiz Residential Property Fund, 
and Bitcoin to build their own 
investment portfolios.
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Raiz demographics
The Raiz product suite supports customers as they move through their wealth journey

Distribution of Customer’s Balances

Build the pipeline through Raiz Kids – 
attract early, engage parents and brand 
awareness

1

Market leading product for first-time 
investors

2

High lifetime value with brand loyalty and 
trust

3

Kids Gen Z Millennial Gen X Boomers +
10% 14% 51% 20% 5%

Source: Company Information 5

4
Broader product range appealing to 
wealth accumulators

• Raiz breaks down the barriers to investing for first-time investors, whilst delivering financial education and a hands-on experience.
• With security and continued innovation, we aim to build trust with engagement along the customers investment lifecycle.
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Raiz demographics: a little deeper
With a wide range of customers, we have delivered investment options to suit all life stages
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How to save with Raiz Invest 
With a wide range of customers our data is unique – saving and investing on the app is easy and flexible

1. Automated recurring deposits – daily, weekly or 
monthly  ~53% of FUM inflow

2. Lump sum / one off deposits  ~29% of FUM inflow

3. Round-ups – rounding up transactions to the nearest 
dollar  ~16% of FUM inflow

4. Raiz Rewards – cashback program to help save money 
on everyday purchases

5. Referral program – introduce a friend to Raiz for a 
referral bonus 

6. Automatic reinvested distributions / dividends
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“Have been using this app for quite a few years and I'm quite impressed at the simplicity of it.” 
5-star Google Play Store Review for the Raiz app, December 2023
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Raiz’s 6 Insights Into Savings 
and Investment Behaviour

ASA Conference Melbourne: 19th – 21st May 2024
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Key Insight #1 – Customers save in consistent ways throughout their life
About 70% of your savings can be achieved through good habits including automation

9

“Super easy to use the app and I don't even notice the round ups coming 
out of my account. Great way to start micro investing!” 

5-star Google Play Store Review for the Raiz app, January 2024

• Across all age groups, recurring payments account for over 50% of all inflows

• Lump sums are typically made at the time of a tax return

• Auto recurring and auto round-ups are so easy to turn on
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Key Insight #2 – Existing Raiz customers are saving more
Establishing good savings habits allows customers to increase savings in more challenging economic times
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• 28% increase in inflows for existing customers when comparing April 23 vs 24

• First four months of this year have averaged a 34% increase PCP in inflows 
from existing customers

• Customers are using more features across the platform such as, round-ups, 
recurring investment and Raiz Rewards to boost savings

• Round-up multiplier was recently introduced to help automation as a request 
from customers

“So far does exactly what it says - no hidden costs” 
5-star Google Play Store Review for the Raiz app, February 2024
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“In a couple of years I’ll have enough to withdraw a significant contribution towards a family holiday”
5-star Google Play Store Review for the Raiz app, Februrary 2024

Key Insight #3 – The average Raiz customer is saving more
Automation and education help create a good savings habit for new customers 
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• On average over the past 12 months – the gap 
between deposits and withdrawals has increased

• March 23 vs March 24 – >50% increase in net 
inflows 

• April 23 vs April 24 – >50% increase in net inflows

• New customers are saving more faster on average

• Average customer balances have continue to 
increased over time  
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Key Insight #4 – Raiz Kids assists in educating next generation in saving habits
Raiz Kids helps financial literacy and supports regular savings that can set Kids on a path to build wealth
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“Useful, user friendly, good pricing model and great features. 
What's not to love?” 

5-star Google Play Store Review for the Raiz app, January 2024

• The Raiz Kids product was launched in 2021

• Over $38m in FUM (as at 30th April 2024)

• Over 38,000 Kids portfolios

• Parents & grandparents use Raiz Kids to educate kids

• Automated features are used more on Kids accounts
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Key Insight #5 – Automated savings processes deliver the best results
We know what works – automation is key and our product development is focused on assisting our customers save more

• Automation of recurring deposits and round-ups have helped

• Raiz Rewards – helps find savings automatically

• Over 500,000 rewards paid

• Over $3.5m rewards received
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Key Insight #6 – Building a trusting relationship drives feedback and engagement
The longer our customers are with us, the more ways they learn to save and invest
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“Honestly, I think this is fantastic. You get a variety of various options 
to where you want to invest your money.” 

5-star Google Play Store Review for the Raiz app, January 2024

• The ‘better’ saver uses several products and features 

• We have seen an increase in voluntary Super contributions through automation

• Products like Raiz Rewards allows customers to ‘save more’ as every little bit 
counts
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Financial Education: Hands-On 

ASA Conference Melbourne: 19th – 21st May 2024
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Accessible financial education delivered in a mobile first design 
The request for continued educational content assist with the savings and understanding
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• We know the best education is hands-on, being 
accessible

• Provide continued education on general financial 
markets and investment terminology

• Break down financial jargon into bite-size pieces 

“I was sceptical at first, but so far it's been 
the learning experience I needed around 

investing and saving” 
5-star Google Play Store Review for the Raiz app, January 2024
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Key Takeaways

ASA Conference Melbourne: 19th – 21st May 2024
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How has Raiz helped
The importance of hands-on, accessible and real time experience makes a difference
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“Very easy to understand and extremely easy to use.”
5-star Google Play Store Review for the Raiz app, January 2024

1. Hands-on really works 

2. Automated features do assist in savings – small amounts add up 

3. Developing a financial services product range with the customers to 
create trust and relationships hugely benefits the customer

“This is the one.”
5-star Google Play Store Review for the Raiz app, January 2024
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Important notice and disclaimer

This presentation has been prepared by Raiz Invest Limited (ACN 615 510 177) (RAIZ). References in this presentation to RAIZ include its group of companies and trusts.

This presentation is subject to the conditions outlined below. Your receipt or viewing of the Presentation evidences your acceptance of those conditions and that you agree to be bound by them.

This presentation is provided to recipients for information purposes and should be read in that context. The information in this presentation is in a summary form, does not purport to be complete, is not investment or financial product advice and is not intended to be relied 
upon as advice to investors or other persons or to be used as the basis for making an investment decision. Please note that, in providing this presentation, RAIZ has not considered the objectives, financial position or needs of any particular recipient. Any person considering 
an investment should consider whether such an investment is appropriate for their particular investment objectives, financial situation and needs, and conduct its own independent investigation and assessment including obtaining investment, legal, tax, accounting and such 
other advice as they considers necessary or appropriate, prior to making an investment decision.

The information contained in this presentation is based on information available to RAIZ. Statements in this presentation are, unless otherwise stated, made only on the basis of information known to RAIZ as at the date of this presentation and relate in part to events that are 
changing. Circumstances may change at anytime. The information contained in this presentation is therefore subject to change without notice and RAIZ may, in its absolute discretion, but without being under any obligation to do so, update or supplement that information. 

RAIZ and its affiliates, related bodies corporate and shareholders, their respective directors, employees, officers and advisers (Limited Parties), accept no responsibility or liability whatsoever for the contents of this presentation. No representation or warranty, express or 
implied, is made as to the accuracy, reliability, completeness, correctness or fairness of the information, or the opinions and conclusions contained in this presentation. No Limited Party makes any representation or warranty that this presentation is complete or that it 
contains all material information about RAIZ of which a prospective investor may require in evaluating a possible investment in RAIZ. To the maximum extent permitted by law, the Limited Parties disclaim all liability and responsibility (including, without limitation, any liability 
arising out of fault or negligence) for any direct or indirect loss or damage which may be suffered by any person through the use of or reliance on anything contained in or omitted from, or otherwise arising in connection with, this presentation and its contents, including 
without limitation, any liability arising out of fault or negligence on the part of any of them. RAIZ has not independently verified any of the contents of this presentation (including, without limitation, any of the information attributed to third parties). 

Certain statements in this presentation may constitute forward-looking statements or statements about future matters that are based upon information known and assumptions made as of the date of this presentation. Forward looking statements can generally be identified 
by the use of forward looking words such as, “expect”, “anticipate”, “likely”, “intend”, “should”, “could”, “may”, “predict”, “plan”, “propose”, “will”, “believe”, “forecast”, “estimate”, “target”, “project”, “guidance” and other similar expressions within the meaning of securities laws of 
applicable jurisdictions. Indications of, and guidance or outlook on, future earnings or financial position or performance are also forward looking statements. These statements are subject to internal and external risks and uncertainties, many of which are beyond the control 
of RAIZ, that may have a material effect on future business. No representation is made or will be made that any forward-looking statements will be achieved or will prove correct. Actual future results and operations could vary materially from the forward-looking statements. 
As such, undue reliance should not be placed on any forward-looking statement and RAIZ assumes no obligation to update such information. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to or a reliable indicator of future performance. Nothing contained in this presentation 
nor any information made available to you is, or can be relied upon as, a promise, representation, warranty or guarantee, whether as to the past, present or future.

This presentation is not a prospectus, product disclosure statement or any other disclosure document under Australian law or any other law. It does not constitute financial product advice or an offer or invitation to subscribe for or purchase any Shares or an offer for 
subscription or purchase of any Shares nor is it a solicitation to engage in or refrain from engaging in any acquisition of Shares or other associated derivatives transaction nor will anything contained in it form the basis of any offer, contract or commitment.

This presentation is not, and does not constitute, an offer to sell or the solicitation, invitation or recommendation to purchase any securities in RAIZ in any jurisdiction. In particular, this presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any 
securities in the United States. The distribution of this presentation in jurisdictions outside of Australia may be restricted by law. Persons who come into possession of this presentation who are not in Australia should seek independent professional advice and observe any 
such applicable restrictions. Neither this presentation nor any copy of it may be transmitted or released in the United States or distributed, directly or indirectly, to any person in the United States. By accepting this presentation, the recipient agrees to comply with these 
restrictions.

This presentation contains certain pro forma and non-IFRS financial information. Such financial information has not been prepared in accordance with disclosure requirements of applicable accounting standards and other mandatory reporting requirements in Australia.

All references to dollars, cents or $ in this presentation are to AUD currency, unless otherwise stated.
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Investor and media enquiries:

Brendan Malone
Managing Director and CEO
M: + 61 439 339 195
E: ir@raizinvest.com.au

Katie Mackenzie
Investor Relations
M: +61 455 502 197
E: kmackenzie@belleviewir.com.au

(ASX:RZI)

Thank you

mailto:kmackenzie@belleviewir.com.au

